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Name: Morgan Knutsen
Major: Environmental Biology and
Zoology
GPA: 4.0
Year: Senior
President of Resident Assistant Council
Fun Facts: About to be getting her
Masters degree in Entomology &
Loves bugs more than people
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Busy as a Bee
Planned LWG Complex Capstone 2020
Created carousel programs for Spring RA
training
RA Representative 2019-2021
Planned RA Appreciation Week
Planned Turkey Dinner 2020- Gave over 200
Dinners
Hosted two open forums for RAs
Atteneded GLACRUH 2020
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Queen Bee and Her Hive
Morgan is a great example of how a leader should be. This eboard
has been like a family and it is because of her. She is always asking
what ideas we have, and she does everything in her power to make
them happen. Morgan is like our Queen bee, but she relies on her
eboard greatly. Morgan has been an RA for three years, and has
gained great communication skills. Morgan likes to think ahead
and communicate with her team about projects ahead of time. For
example, Morgan has the idea of doing RA bulletin boards of the
month to give recgonition for the little things that RAs do for the
job. Morgan and her eboard started planning this before they all
even got back to school to make sure that it was ready to go when
the 2020 Fall Semester began.
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Queen Bee and Her Hive cont.
Morgan is a force to be reconed with, and does not
give up. Turkey Dinner is usually a social event that
we though would have to be cancelled, but Morgan
told her board that they couldn't let this obstacle get
in their way. She motivated her team to think
outside of the box, and they ended up coming up
with a safe event that catered to 200 people in 40
minutes.

Morgan and her eboard are a wonderful team at WIU, and have devoted
this hard year to helping RA's feel supported. Through many open
forums to taling with the head of housing, they were able to change RA
Spring training and extra compensation with a book award, Rocky
dollars, and a shirt. Morgan has put her all into her RA role and has
changed RAC for the better with her leadership skills. She has set an
example for how RAC should be from now on. Morgan also helped with
Western Recuitment due to her presidency, and has made a big impact
on campus with influencing others to become RAs.
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Becoming a Butterfly
Conference Experience
RAC Conference 2020
GLACURH 2020
IRHA 2021

Accomplishments
Best NRHH GPA 3 years in a row
Paul Nollen Honors Biology Scholarship
Bridge to Graduate School Award
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